PRELIMINARY EXERCISES

SECTION I

Open strings

V = Down Bow  U.H. = Upper half of bow  P.B. = Point of the bow
W.B. = Whole Bow  L.H. = Lower half of bow  H.B. = Half bow
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SECTION II
C Major*

|= Semitone
- = Keep the finger on the string

* The same Exercises in the Key of G are given in Section III
Keep the fingers on the strings as before
SECTION III
G Major

= Semitone

= Keep the finger on the string
Keep the fingers on the strings as before
SECTION IV
C and G Major

1 — The same finger on two strings
SECTION V
D and F Major, A, E and D Minor

D Major

F Major

A Minor

6/13
6/15
6/15
6/15
6/15
SECTION VI
Exercises in Time and note-values

Common time

Syncopation

$\frac{3}{4}$ time
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